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Chapter 3431: The True One (3) 

 

Grandmaster Xiao was lost in thoughts for some time before he took another look at Huang Yueli. 

“Madame Li, as for this matter… This old man explained the rules of the competition at the beginning, 

and the registered Spiritual Armament Masters can only participate in the competition on behalf of their 

own forces. If you change your mind so suddenly, it is really not very appropriate. Although you are 

eager to win today, it is a little impulsive. This is not a small matter, so you should think about it again!” 

Grandmaster Xiao admired Huang Yueli’s talent very much, and he was upright by nature, and he too 

didn’t like the way those big clans like the Cloudy Qilin Clan, so he could understand that Huang Yueli 

refused to bow to the Cloudy Qilin Clan. 

Therefore, what he said was not too harsh. 

However, no matter how calm his tone was, his position was still quite clear. 

Grandmaster Xiao also believed that Huang Yueli should cooperate with the Cloudy Qilin Clan, and it was 

not advisable to change her mind so abruptly. 

Li Yuntao was a little dissatisfied with Grandmaster Xiao’s unclear stance, he couldn’t help but glared at 

him, and then said, “Lady Li, you heard it too, Grandmaster Xiao’s competition rules are like this, so it’s 

useless for you to argue any further. Besides, if you fight against the Cloudy Qilin Clan, you can only 

suffer from it, so you should think carefully!” 

Li Yuntao and the others clashed again with Huang Yueli. Many everyone from the major forces were 

reluctant to leave. They stopped to listen in on the arguments between the two sides, and were also 

discussing each other in private. 

“What does Madame Li mean? Does she really want to do this? Grandmaster Xiao can’t possibly allow 

her to do this, right?” 

“I really don’t know why she did this? The deal will eventually belong to the Cloudy Qilin Clan. It’s 

pointless for her to do this!” 

“Isn’t it? Although in the public, it would be very cool to contend against the two dignified six-star Divine 

Generals, but if she returns to the Cloudy Qilin Clan with Young Master Li in the future, this will be the 

end of the story. Two enemies! The energy of the two Dao Profound Realm everyone in the family is 

definitely not small, she is not worth the loss!” 

Everyone was talking a lot, and they were all worried about Huang Yueli. 

If it wasn’t for the inappropriate opening of their mouths on such an occasion, they might have already 

gone up to persuade her in person. 

And the only one qualified to speak, Grandmaster Xiao, even persuaded her directly. 

He immediately said, “Madame Li, I have something to tell you…” 



He just opened his mouth, and Huang Yueli shook her head. 

“Grandmaster Xiao, your good intentions, the younger generation understands. If I really represent the 

Cloudy Qilin Clan, I will definitely not regret it now. But, did you remember something wrong? When I 

signed up for the competition earlier, I never said that I want to represent the Cloudy Qilin Clan in the 

competition! Why do you all insist that I am the Cloudy Qilin Clan’s Spiritual Armament Master?” 

Huang Yueli’s tone was full of doubts, and the expression reflected on her face was even more innocent. 

Grandmaster Xiao looked confused, “What? What do you mean?” 

Huang Yueli explained: “That was the situation at the time! Please think back carefully?” 

Grandmaster Xiao frowned tightly, recalling the situation at the time, “Let me think about it, you said 

you wanted to participate in the competition, but according to the rules, you must first prove that the 

forces behind you are capable of undertaking such a big deal before you can participate in the 

competition. So this old man had raised some doubts…” 
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Huang Yueli nodded and said, “That’s right, I wanted to answer at the time and tell me the force behind 

me, but who knows, before I could speak, Young Miss Li rushed out and said that I represented the 

Cloudy Qilin Clan!” 

Grandmaster Xiao nodded and said, “Yes, that’s true…” 

One of the prerequisites for becoming a Spiritual Armament Master was a strong memory. A Sky Gem 

Grandmaster like Grandmaster Xiao had a very good memory. If he carefully recalled what happened a 

few hours ago, he would be able to remember it clearly. A single dialogue could easily be recalled. 

Therefore, he was very sure that the situation at that time was exactly what Huang Yueli said, and there 

was no distortion or exaggeration. 

However, Grandmaster Xiao was still quite puzzled in his heart, “Madame Li, what do you mean, you 

didn’t agree to represent the Cloudy Qilin Clan at all? But, under the circumstances at that time…didn’t 

you acquiesce?” 

Huang Yueli blinked her big eyes, looking extremely innocent. 

“Acquiesce? Is it even considered if I don’t say anything? It’s too unreasonable, right? Everyone has seen 

the situation at that time. Young Miss Li insisted that I am a Spiritual Armament Master of the Cloudy 

Qilin Clan, but I can’t tell her. In addition, everyone is urging them to start the competition as soon as 

possible, I had no time to make it clear! I had never agreed!” 

“This…this…” Grandmaster Xiao was speechless, not knowing how to answer. 

The everyone present were also shocked by Huang Yueli’s explanation! 

There were also many people with outstanding memory among them. Looking back at that time, what 

Huang Yueli said was indeed right. 



But, with her like that, everyone would think that she was going to represent the Cloudy Qilin Clan by 

default, right? 

Besides, Li Leyun was so proactive at the time, and she even let another Spiritual Armament Master 

from the Cloudy Qilin Clan voluntarily withdraw from the competition. This performance strengthened 

everyone’s cognition. 

Even if some people feel that something is wrong at first, after seeing Li Leyun’s performance, there will 

be no more doubts. 

Thinking of this, many people secretly looked at Li Yuntao and the others. 

At this moment, these two Divine Generals were about to vomit blood on the spot! 

The two of them were able to cultivate to the Dao Profound Realm, and of course their memory weren’t 

bad, but just like everyone else, they thought that Huang Yueli had already agreed to participate in the 

competition. 

Now that Huang Yueli has pointed this out, thinking about it again, that stinky girl really didn’t say a 

word to represent the Cloudy Qilin Clan in the competition! 

Actually, Huang Yueli said that she didn’t have a chance to make it clear, and that she could deceive 

Grandmaster Xiao, but the two Divine Generals still knew it very well. 

Even if there was no chance to speak before the competition started, after the competition was over, 

the period of time waiting for the results of the competition was suffiient. If she really want to say, how 

could there be no chance? 

Huang Yueli clearly came deceive them on purpose! 

However, what makes the two Divine Generals feel more aggrieved is that they think so in their hearts, 

but they couldn’t say it confidently at all! 

Because, things developing to such a point, the main responsibility was not actually on Huang Yueli, but 

on Li Leyun! 

If she hadn’t been clever enough to answer that embarrassing question for Huang Yueli, and instructed 

the Cloudy Qilin Clan’s Spiritual Armament Master to retire, it would not have been so easy for Huang 

Yueli to want to deceive them like this! 

Don’t mention the suffocation in their hearts! They couldn’t help but stared at Li Leyun fiercely. 
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Li Leyun had already planned to sneak away, but the moment she stepped out, she heard Huang Yueli 

and Li Yuntao arguing, thinking that she could see Huang Yueli’s defeated expression, she stopped in her 

tracks once again. 



However, this time, she knew better that she was no different from a mouse crossing the street so she 

didn’t dare to say anything as she just watched silently, praying in her heart that Huang Yueli would 

suffer for offending the two Divine Generals and would welcome a whole entire streak of bad luck. 

But to her disappointment, she didn’t see Huang Yueli unlucky ay all. 

Instead, Li Leyun herself realized once again how stupid she was! 

Especially when she noticed the cold and stern gazes of the two Divine Generals, she wished she hadn’t 

stayed! This was simply humiliating! 

The other’s present also understood, and they all gloated over her misfortune. 

Most people supported Huang Yueli and helped her laugh at the stupidity of the Cloudy Qilin Clan. 

However, there were also people who stood on the side of the Cloudy Qilin Clan and raised new 

questions. 

“What Madame Li said is indeed true, but it still doesn’t seem right? If Madame Li did not come on 

behalf of the Cloudy Qilin Clan, what force does she represent? It can’t be on her own, right? It’s really 

like this, she simply doesn’t have the strength to take on this big deal of millions of chalcedony, that is to 

say, she doesn’t even have the qualifications to sign up… In this way, her first place should be 

cancelled!” 

There are not one or two people who think of this. 

Li Yuntao and Li Yunhai were not stupid either, they quickly thought of it. 

The two hurriedly turned to Grandmaster Xiao, “Grandmaster Xiao, let’s see what to do with this! Lady 

Li insisted that she didn’t represent the Cloudy Qilin Clan, and that’s a fact, so we’ll accept it! However, 

she is not qualified to register for the competition and hence her ranking in the competition cannot be 

counted! Please announce the cancellation of her ranking!” 

Hearing the words of the two Divine Generals, everyone present was shocked! 

They immediately realized what this meant. 

If Huang Yueli’s first-place qualification was cancelled, wouldn’t the original second-place Li Leyun be 

able to make up for the first place? 

In this case, the deal still belongs to the Cloudy Qilin Clan! 

Li Leyun was already paralyzed on the ground and wanted to find a hole to dig into, but she didn’t 

expect to hear such words! 

She raised her head suddenly, with ecstasy on her face! 

If things take such a twist, she will be transformed from the most humiliating person today to the 

biggest winner today! 

Grandmaster Xiao’s face stiffened, “This… this… This old man thinks…” 

He hesitated, unable to speak for a long time. 



According to the rules of the competition, Li Yuntao’s request was naturally not excessive at all, and it 

was completely reasonable, but, like this, won’t Huang Yueli just lift a stone and hit her in the foot? 

Grandmaster Xiao cherishes talent, and really doesn’t want to see Huang Yueli in such a state of 

embarrassment. 

Moreover, he has an even bolder guess in his heart… 

Li Yuntao urged: “Grandmaster Xiao, what are you still hesitating about? The rules of the competition 

are like this, everyone can see it!” 

As he spoke, he glanced at Huang Yueli with a sneer. 

Fortunately, he reacted fast enough to catch the flaw in that stinky girl’s words! 

That stinky girl is really too cunning, he was a strong exponent and yet he almost fell into her hands. 

But now it was different, he will let Huang Yueli know right away, what was called self-defeating! 

Huang Yueli noticed his sight, but just raised her chin, the smile on the corner of her mouth did not 

diminish at all. 

“Who said I have no power behind me? I can’t take over this deal?” 
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“Oh? This is interesting? What is the power behind you? Why don’t you tell me, hmmm?” 

Li Yuntao didn’t believe that such a thing would happen at all, a sneer appeared on the corner of his 

mouth, and asked in jest. 

Huang Yueli smiled and said, “The power I represent is…” 

Her gaze swept past the major forces who were about to leave but stopped halfway at the door, and 

finally stopped on Xuan Qingling’s body. 

“…Black Tortoise Clan!” 

Li Leyun and the two Divine Generals had sarcastic expressions on their faces, so they looked at Huang 

Yueli in a relaxed manner, wanting to hear what she could say next! 

But who knows, as soon as Huang Yueli opened her mouth, everyone was stunned on the spot. 

Such an answer was really unexpected. 

“Black Tortoise Clan? What does Madame Li have to do with the Black Tortoise Clan?” 

“What’s the matter? Is she really representing the Black Tortoise Clan?” 

“Don’t be naive, how is this possible! I think Madame Li said that on purpose, to deliberately stand on 

odds with Li Leyun and the others? Moreover, it doesn’t make any sense to do so?” 

“Indeed, she is too stupid to do so!” 



“No, wait a minute, who said it’s pointless to do this?” 

Everyone was talking in a low voice. After a series of exclamations, they thought about it and suddenly 

realized that Huang Yueli said this, not just talking nonsense, but… 

There were very few people from the Black Tortoise Clan today. Apart from the servants such as maids 

and guards, the only person who can manage things was Xuan Qingling, a Dao Profound Realm elder of 

the Black Tortoise Clan. 

As soon as they heard Huang Yueli’s words, both of them were stunned, and subconsciously wanted to 

deny it. 

The dispute between Huang Yueli and Li Yuntao was an infighting of the Cloudy Qilin Clan. As one of the 

twelve Great God Clans, they were not suitable to mix in at such a juncture. Besides, Xuan Qingling was 

known for her indifferent temperament, so she was too lazy to take care of other people’s deal. 

However, before Xuan Qingling could speak, Huang Yueli suddenly coughed heavily and said aloud, “The 

people of the Black Tortoise Clan discussed with me yesterday that I would also participate in the 

competition on behalf of the Black Tortoise Clan to take this deal with me. The Black Tortoise Clan is also 

of the Ancient God clan, is such a big force powerful enough?” 

Xuan Qingling’s eyes widened, looking at Huang Yueli, she found that the beautiful and lovely girl smiled 

at her, and her beautiful big eyes blinked, as if she wanted to say something. 

A burst of light flashed in Xuan Qingling’s mind! 

Immediately, she responded: “Yes, that’s the way it is! Madame Li agreed with us in advance. Therefore, 

our Black Tortoise Clan only sent me as a Spiritual Armament Master to participate in this competition, 

and the other position is reserved for Young Master Li’s Madame. Everything happened so fast, I didn’t 

have time to make it clear before the competition!” 

The elders of the Black Tortoise Clan did not expect that Xuan Qingling would say such a thing, and a 

trace of confusion flashed. 

However, everyone here was a smart person, so naturally they reacted quickly. 

Listening to Huang Yueli’s tone, this was to leave this big deal to their Black Tortoise Clan! 

Originally, Elder Xuan had completely given up. 

No matter how fiercely Huang Yueli and Li Leyun fought today, it was also a matter of the Cloudy Qilin 

Clan, and their Black Tortoise Clan will definitely not get any benefit this time. 

But now, a big pie has fallen from the sky! 

Whoever doesn’t catch it was a fool! 

Elder Xuan said hurriedly: “Yes, Madame Li heard that the quota for the Cloudy Qilin Clan Race was full, 

and she really wanted to participate in the competition, so she came to discuss it with us!” 
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“This old man didn’t expect Madame Li to have such a high level of refining. Just seeing her as a poor 

girl, I decided to help her. Anyway, we have an extra quota!” 

As Elder Xuan was talking, the corners of his mouth almost went to the back of his ears! 

There was actually such a good thing in the world, they were really, really lucky! 

Especially before the start of the competition today, Li Leyun also came to Xuan Qingling to show off. At 

that time, Elder Xuan couldn’t stand it anymore, but because there were two Divine Generals on the 

Cloudy Qilin Clan’s side, he didn’t dare to tear his face with them. 

As a result, how could he have imagined that luck flowed over to their side and it appeared in a splash! 

In the end, this deal actually fell into the pockets of their Black Tortoise Clan. 

Li Yuntao was so angry that his whole body was trembling, and he looked at Elder Xuan and Xuan 

Qingling with cold eyes, and his eyes almost burst out with fire! If eyes could kill, maybe Xuan Qingling 

and the others have already fallen to the ground. 

“Xuan Zifan, Xuan Qingling! The two of you don’t even think about meddling in the affairs of our Cloudy 

Qilin Clan! You really are nosy! Do you think this Divine General will believe such nonsense? Why do you 

want to help that stinky girl?” 

Elder Xuan Zifan said with a smile: “The old man said just now, this is called doing a good deed every 

day, but I didn’t expect to get such a big deal. So, good intentions are rewarded! Brother Yuntao should 

also do more good deeds. Don’t always worry about the little thing, you aren’t a gossip monger, why do 

you even want to be involved in the younger generation’s matters?” 

Li Yuntao almost fainted there and then! 

All the major forces who were spectating this almost burst out laughing. 

Look, how good he was, he really deserved to be the elder of the Ancient God Clan. He even dared to 

make such cynical remarks! 

This was really too outrageous to say this, and “doing one good deed every day”, I don’t know who 

would believe it! Moreover, he also described Li Yuntao, a dignified six-star Divine General, as a gossip 

monger. 

Moreover, Xuan Zifan satirized the other side of Li Yuntao’s nosy deal, but he was actually showing his 

favor to Huang Yueli and speaking for her. 

Of course, it was understandable for him to do so. 

If it were changed to another force and they received such a generous gift from Huang Yueli for no 

reason, they too would firmly stand by her side to support her. 

Thinking of this, the other major forces felt a little depressed again. 

Because the people of the Black Tortoise Clan were really lucky! 



Huang Yueli didn’t want to cooperate with the Cloudy Qilin Clan, so she just found a participating force 

to cooperate. However, since the Cloudy Qilin Clan insisted that she participated, so can the other! 

The same was to choose a party to cooperate, how could the Black Tortoise Clan be so lucky to be 

selected by Huang Yueli? 

Was it because they only sent one Spiritual Armament Master to participate in the competition? 

When the major forces thought of this, they all thumped their chests one by one, regretting it! 

What’s the use of sending so many useless Spiritual Armament Masters from your own forces? If they 

knew it, they would send only one too! Maybe they could get Huang Yueli too! 

Li Yuntao was ridiculed by Xuan Zifan and almost didn’t mention it in one breath. 

Li Yunhai was calmer and could only stand up to support his brother, “Elder Xuan, you have made up 

your mind that you are going to turn against the Cloudy Qilin Clan for a deal??” 

Before Xuan Zifan could speak, Xuan Qingling smiled faintly: “Divine General Li’s words are too much! 

Madame Li is a person whom the younger generation appreciates very much. Is it wrong to cooperate 

with a good friend?” 
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Hearing this, Li Yunhai’s face also turned green, but he had nothing to say. 

They had claimed to be good friends, so does it matter to do a deal together? It was not surprising to 

represent your good friend’s family to participate in the competition, right? 

Although everyone present knew it was all fake, it was impossible to argue against it! 

Huang Yueli also laughed, and it was a rare sincere smile at that. 

The people of the Black Tortoise Clan reacted really fast, just a few glances matched her so seamlessly, 

especially Xuan Qingling, she was really an interesting girl. 

She liked this seemingly cold but calm character! 

Huang Yueli turned to Grandmaster Xiao and cupped her hands, “Grandmaster Xiao, the problem has 

been solved now, so there shouldn’t be any changes, right? I’ll come over tomorrow with Young Miss 

Xuan and Elder Xuan to discuss the details of the cooperation.” 

When Grandmaster Xiao looked at the scene in front of him, he really didn’t know whether to laugh or 

cry. 

He nodded helplessly and said, “Alright, this old man knows. Just follow what Madame Li said!” 

Grandmaster Xiao’s words marked the closing to this matter. 

Today’s competition was really filled with ups and downs, twists and turns, and the final result was 

beyond everyone’s expectations. 



Originally, the Cloudy Qilin Clan was destined to be the biggest winner today. Even if there was a 

dispute, it was just an infighting between Huang Yueli and Li Leyun, but who would have thought that 

Huang Yueli chose to cooperate with the Black Tortoise Clan in the end! 

Many people sighed, watching this good show today was really enjoyable! 

Huang Yueli finished chatting with Grandmaster Xiao, and immediately walked to Xuan Qingling’s side. 

She had a very good impression of Xuan Qingling. Besides, the two sides will cooperate for a long time in 

the future, and it is also very necessary to have a good relationship with business partners. 

She leaned over and said in a low voice, “Young Miss Xuan, your reaction is so quick today! I was afraid 

that you wouldn’t understand what I meant just now!” 

Xuan Qingling glanced at her, “Madame Li, is it really alright for you to do this? After all, the Cloudy Qilin 

Clan is Young Master Li’s family… Even if you don’t care about the Cloudy Qilin Clan, don’t you care 

about Young Master Li?” 

The questions that Xuan Qingling had were also on the mind of others. 

Most of them thought that Huang Yueli was still young after all. Although it relieved her anger, it was 

too impulsive. 

The Cloudy Qilin Clan suffered such a big loss and lost such a big deal, not to mention that the people in 

the clan would have opinions on her. Even if she didn’t make trouble, Li Moying would be angry because 

of this, and thus be cold to her. 

Huang Yueli blinked and looked at Xuan Qingling. 

She still had a cold and expressionless face, and the corners of her mouth didn’t rise, but the meaning of 

what she said was that she really cared about her. 

After all, if Huang Yueli was afraid of Li Moying’s anger and regretted it, the Black Tortoise Clan would 

suffer. Xuan Qingling didn’t need to remind her, but she said it anyway. 

Huang Yueli smiled and said, “Young Miss Xuan, you don’t have to worry about this. I only hope that the 

Black Tortoise Clan will have enough Spiritual Armament Masters to ensure that the agreed number of 

Spirit Armaments will be handed over on time every year.” 

Seeing that she would not speak, Xuan Qingling did not pursue her further. 

She nodded, “Madame Li can rest assured!” 

In fact, Huang Yueli was really relieved, because she chose the Black Tortoise Clan as her partner, not as 

outsiders thought, but for revenge for the Cloudy Qilin Clan’s temporary blind selection. In fact, before 

the competition started today, she had already decided that she would cooperate with the Black 

Tortoise Clan, and she had done a lot of research in advance and collected a lot of information. 
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Xuan Qingling of the Black Tortoise Clan was a famous for being a genius Spiritual Armament Master in 

the God Realm, and her reputation was much louder than that of Li Leyun’s. 

Originally, Huang Yueli expected that if she didn’t participate in the competition herself, Xuan Qingling 

would take the first place. 

In fact, Xuan Qingling’s performance today was almost the same as Li Leyun’s. 

It’s just that Li Leyun was more cunning and took advantage of the loopholes in the rules of the 

competition. She found a Spiritual Armament Master from the allied armies and secretly trained, so she 

was able to narrowly defeat Xuan Qingling. 

In addition to this factor, the Black Tortoise Clan was also a clan that has always been known for being 

prudent and honest. 

Although the number of masters in the clan is not as many as other clans, almost every famous master 

has a positive reputation, and almost never has any bad family members. 

Such a partner was obviously more reliable. 

Huang Yueli never thought about the Cloudy Qilin Clan from the beginning. 

“If you say that, of course I’m relieved. By the way, tomorrow…” 

Huang Yueli was about to settle tomorrow’s affairs with Xuan Qingling, but at this moment, a guard 

hurried over from the corridor, looking like he was in a hurry. 

Seeing this, Grandmaster Xiao immediately frowned. 

“What’s going on? Why are you in such a hurry? There are many distinguished guests in the hall today. 

What if you bump into the guests?” 

The guard hurriedly bowed and saluted, “Master, a young man came to the door of the mansion just 

now. He said he was the Young Master of the Cloudy Qilin Clan. Because his Madame has not returned 

from our manor for a long time, so he came here to look…” 

“Ah!” Huang Yueli suddenly exclaimed, and then quickly covered her mouth. 

She looked up at the sky outside, and found that it was already dark. 

When the competition ended today, it was already evening. Later, because of the result of the 

competition, there were several arguments, which dragged on for a long time. Before she knew it, it was 

already dark. 

Huang Yueli turned her head and said to Xuan Qingling, “Young Miss Xuan, I have to go back first. 

Tomorrow’s deal…” 

Before she finished her farewell words, she heard a few suppressed gasps coming from her side. 

“This…could this be…” 

“My God, this is really… well-deserved!” 



“I finally understand now why there are two talented girls who robbed him so shamelessly…” 

When Huang Yueli heard this, her intuition screamed out that things were not good. 

Turning her head, she saw that Li Moying couldn’t wait any longer. He had walked in straight to the hall 

where they were. 

This man was born a natural king, with a strong aura and an amazing presence. 

As long as he stood there, everyone’s eyes would fall on him involuntarily. 

Xuan Qingling also saw Li Moying, even with such a cold and ruthless personality, she couldn’t help 

raising her eyebrows in surprise. 

It was no longer a secret that the Cloudy Qilin Clan had a genius. 

However, many people have heard of Li Moying, but those who have actually seen him were few. 

At first sight today, everyone finally realized what the true pride of heaven was. 

Li Moying was wearing a black robe with gold embellishments and a black crown on his head. No flaws 

could be picked out from that handsome face of his. 

It was not an exaggeration to say that even if Li Moying does not have the strength of a god-level genius, 

and does not have the identity of the Young Master of the Cloudy Qilin Clan, just with such looks, he 

could make countless noble ladies of the God Realm fall for his charm. 
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Li Leyun who stooped at the corner, stared at Li Moying who was getting closer and closer in a daze, and 

had even forgotten where she was. 

Compared with the surrounding women who were simply overwhelmed by Li Moying’s demeanor, Li 

Leyun actually understood Li Moying’s charm better than them. 

He was a real strong man. Although his appearance was outstanding, it only reflected one in ten 

thousandth of his true charm. 

But in the same way, the indifference he showed on the outside was only one in ten thousandth of the 

real indifference in his heart… 

Seeing Li Moying’s arrival, Huang Yueli shrugged her shoulders guiltily. 

Li Moying’s expression was ugly to the extreme! 

Of course, today’s matter was indeed her fault. It was almost midnight and she still hasn’t come home. A 

man who loves his wife more than his life will definitely be very worried… 

Thinking of this, Huang Yueli quickly walked towards Li Moying, showing a flattering smile while walking. 

Approaching the man, she stretched out her hand and immediately wrapped her arms around Li 

Moying’s arm, smiling sweetly: “Husband, are you here to pick me up? You are so kind to me!” 



Li Moying didn’t speak, but he didn’t shake her off either. 

He glanced at Huang Yueli rigidly and said in a cold tone , “Who said I’m here to pick you up? If you don’t 

want to come home, then don’t!” 

Alarm bells resounded in Huang Yue’s heart! 

Li Moying was really angry! 

If it was usual times, even if he was in a bad mood, he would never be like this. Even if she herself 

annoyed him, he might be arrogant at home, but he would never easily show her such a face when they 

were out. 

Today, he had already taken the initiative to lose his smiling face, but Li Moying still looks arrogant, 

which is not unusual! 

Huang Yueli felt guilty again, and sincerely reflected on her mistake that she didn’t go home on time. 

Li Moying’s face was always cold, and he didn’t even look straight at her. 

Huang Yueli coquettishly tugged Li Moying’s sleeve with two fingers. 

Li Moying ignored her, so she continued to pull and tug. After several times, Li Moying looked at her 

impatiently. 

Huang Yueli leaned half of her body on his arm. Since she was a head shorter than him, she could only 

look up and her delicate and innocent face now had on a pitiful expression. 

“Husband, I know I’m wrong… Let’s go home now!” 

When Li Moying came, he was really angry. 

Huang Yueli went home late, and that was only part of the reason for his anger. 

What really depressed him was that he learned from the allied army today that Huang Yueli was 

participating in the competition, and she even had a dispute with the Cloudy Qilin Clan’s people. 

Li Moying certainly did not think that his wife should not argue with the those in his clan. What he was 

worried about was that his little fox would suffer! 

Moreover, he was a little ashamed. 

As a man, he couldn’t even handle the affairs of his own clan. If the elders in the clan make Little Li’er 

unhappy, he’s going to be extremely distressed! 

In Li Moying’s opinion, Huang Yueli should directly disqualify the Cloudy Qilin Clan from the competition. 

As the owner of the drawings, he felt that she had this right. 

Why did she have to end up facing them in person? She even had to be angered by Li Leyun and the 

others! 

Huang Yueli couldn’t have guessed Li Moying’s complicated thoughts, but she could still feel that Li 

Moying was still sulking, and it didn’t seem like it was easy to calm down. 



Chapter 3439: Whatever My Wife Says (3) 

 

Huang Yueli couldn’t help but secretly complained. On the one hand, she felt that Li Moying was too 

arrogant, and on the other hand, she felt that her husband was so handsome even when he was angry, 

it was too foul. 

As all these random thoughts ran amok in her heart, she still kept on an aggrieved expression on her 

face. 

“Don’t be angry, I’m tired, I want to go home…” 

When Li Moying heard his little fox whispering in a coaxing tone, more than half of his anger subsided, 

and when he saw her cute expression with big eyes blinking, his heart softened at once. 

After this whole day tossing about, even for a person like Huang Yueli who was usually full of energy, the 

fatigue in her eyes were obvious. 

Li Moying felt extremely distressed, and just wanted to bring his little tired fox home, but at this 

moment, he heard Li Leyun’s voice coming from the corner. 

“Enough! You damned little vixen, don’t let go of Brother Moying! Didn’t you see that Brother Moying 

was impatient? I have never seen a woman as thick-skinned as you, Brother Moying even gave a look I’m 

too lazy to give it to you, but you’re too embarrassed to keep holding on to him!” 

Huang Yueli was startled for a moment, then turned to look at Li Leyun. 

Li Leyun had already lost enough shame today, and she was a little afraid of Li Moying, so she didn’t 

dare to show up. 

But after seeing the interaction between Li Moying and Huang Yueli, she suddenly had other ideas. 

Li Moying was strict with her, she was simply a supreme being, a true male god, while Huang Yueli was 

just a human girl from the lower realm. 

This human girl actually clung to him like this, sticking to him all the time! 

In Li Leyun’s view, such behavior was shameless! 

Huang Yueli pouted and said disapprovingly, “I’m talking to my husband, what’s your deal? Do you think 

that you’ve not shamed yourself enough for today?” 

“What’s the matter with me? Just because I’m Brother Moying’s fiancee, I’m qualified to take care of 

you! Besides, I’m also for Brother Moying, don’t you see how ugly his face is? He must be entangled by 

you. Nope, I’ve never seen such a shameless woman like you!” 

As soon as Li Leyun said this, the onlookers were in an uproar. 

No one would have thought that after so many things that happened before, Li Leyun would still have 

the face to call herself Li Moying’s fiancee! 

How thick was her face?! 



However, while everyone despised Li Leyun, their gazes towards Huang Yueli lit up with interest. 

Hearing Lady Li’s tone just now, and I thought she and Young Master Li were deeply in love! Now it looks 

like it’s all just words! Seeing Young Master Li ignoring her, she still clings on to him in such a manner 

and he hardly even glanced at her.” 

“Isn’t that right? Speaking of which, this Lass Li is indeed from the lower realm. She is indeed bold and 

has a thick skin. If it’s someone from the God Realm who is noble, who would ever be so shameless and 

hook a man so openly like this?” 

“Don’t say it, this is also a skill! Well, at the very least, I can’t do it!” 

“Young Master Li has such a good temper. If it were me, I would have thrown away the annoying 

woman who’s so clingy!” 

“Just kidding, at least Lady Li is pretty, so men will be soft-hearted because of this?” 

Most of the gossips were said by some young women present who were smitten and tinged with 

jealousy. 

When Huang Yueli and Li Leyun were arguing before, they could still stand on Huang Yueli’s side 

objectively. 

But now after seeing Li Moying treat her, many people’s thoughts changed subtly. 

Chapter 3440: Whatever My Wife Says (4) 

 

Those who can come to Grandmaster Xiao’s competition today are either the genius Spiritual Armament 

Masters in the family, or the daughters of great status. In fact, they all had a sense of superiority as born 

nobles and regarded the people who have risen from the lower realms were just commoners. 

It was admirable for Huang Yueli to be such a commoner with such an excellent level of armament 

refining skills, but it still could not shake away the sense of superiority that these spoilt noble daughters 

had. 

Looking at her status, being able to marry the Young Master of the Cloudy Qilin Clan, to be honest, many 

people felt very unbalanced. 

However, in that situation, Huang Yueli was slandered by Li Leyun in every possible way, and everyone 

could easily have a sense of justice, ignoring this imbalance subconsciously. 

Now that Huang Yueli won the final victory, and Li Moying appeared in front of everyone with such a 

shocking momentum… 

When facing that handsome man without a wife, many people understand what the name Li Moying 

really means! 

It can be said that the girls present have never seen a man better than him since they were young! 

And now, this man belongs to a mere girl that came from the lower realm? 



In addition, Li Moying’s attitude towards Huang Yueli was a little cold today because he was unhappy, 

which gave these ladies a false hint that he didn’t care about Huang Yueli, but only relied on Huang 

Yueli. Just trying to stick it back. 

However, at the beginning, the girls were just thinking about their identities. 

After Li Leyun started, she couldn’t help but talk in a low voice. 

Hearing these words, Huang Yueli didn’t feel anything at all, she just raised her eyebrows in a funny way. 

However, Li Moying’s face suddenly turned gloomy. 

The momentum around him suddenly increased, Huang Yueli stood beside him, felt it keenly, hurriedly 

pulled him, and said in a low voice: “Forget it, Moying, don’t be as knowledgeable as these spoiled little 

girls! We’ll go back. Rest at home.” 

Seeing that Li Moying didn’t move, she said again: “I’m tired, I’ve been standing for a day, my legs are 

weak, I can’t stand, and I haven’t eaten all day today, I’m about to faint from hunger…” 

Li Moying frowned, “You’re stupid! Can’t you take care of yourself? You don’t even know how to eat?” 

Seeing him like this, Huang Yueli knew that he was no longer angry, and said with a smile: “If you don’t 

take care of yourself, you are spoiled by your husband, so you must be responsible to the end!” 

The two of them were biting their ears secretly, but the sound didn’t come out. 

The people around only saw the two approaching intimately. The icy aura on Li Moying seemed to 

disappear in an instant, and the everyone who were watching were very surprised. 

They had just seen that Li Moying didn’t seem to take this lady from the lower realm seriously, but 

looking at it now, the relationship between the two seems to be not as bad as everyone thinks? 

Li Leyun’s face turned blue and white for a while, she was so angry that she almost vomited blood. 

Why didn’t Brother Moying get angry and throw that damned little vixen out! 

Didn’t Brother Moying hated others approaching him the most? 

If on a regular day, a woman with no eyes in the family touched his body, even if it only touches a finger, 

he will mercilessly use his profound energy to bounce it off! Some people were seriously injured 

because of this, and Li Moying didn’t even blink. 

That damned little vixen has already stuck to him for so long! 

Why didn’t Brother Moying kill her? And…and he even laughed! 

 


